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ABSTRACT
In order to help people develop healthy eating habits, we present
a personalized health-aware food recommendation system, called
Market2Dish. Market2Dish could recognize the ingredients in the
micro-videos taken from the market, characterize the health con-
ditions of users from their social media accounts, and ultimately
recommend users with the personalized healthy foods. Specifically,
we employ a word-class interaction based text classification model
to learn the fine-grained similarity between sparse health features
on the social media platforms and pre-defined health concepts, and
then a category-aware hierarchical memory network based recom-
mender is introduced to learn the user-recipe interactions for better
food recommendations. Moreover, we demonstrate this system as
an online app for real-time interactions with users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As we all know, food is essential for humans. However, countless
people are being plagued by many diseases due to the unhealthy
diets nowadays. According to the World Health Report 20181, the
incidence rate of many diet-related diseases were increasing rapidly

1https://www.who.int/gho/publications/world_health_statistics/2018/en/.
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Figure 1: Semantic illustration of Market2Dish, comprising
recipe retrieval, user health profiling, and the recommender
system.

over the world, such as diabetes, obesity, and malnutrition. How-
ever, although many research efforts have been paid to the human-
computer interactions, such as recommenders [4, 6, 15], dialog
systems [3, 18], and information retrieval [1, 2, 5, 7–13, 16, 19, 20],
few work contributes to health-aware food recommendation sys-
tems. Therefore, it is vital to propose a scheme that guides people
to eat healthily and avoid these diseases.

Despite the great value of such a system, there still exist many
challenges, such as retrieving recipes based on the huge ingredients
in the market, obtaining the health status of users from sparse
information on the Internet, and jointly considering the existing
food knowledge and the health profiles to recommend foods.

In this work, we present a health-aware food recommendation
scheme, with the core idea to recommend a personalized healthy
diet to users. As illustrated in Figure 1, the proposed scheme com-
prises three components, namely recipe retrieval, user health pro-
filing, and health-aware food recommendation. On recipe retrieval,
we utilize Inception-v3 Net [14] to capture ingredients via the multi-
label image classification. As for user profiling, we leverage the
pre-defined health concepts (e.g., insomnia, hypertension, and obe-
sity) and the textual health-related information crawled from users’
social accounts (e.g., Weibo2) to get users’ health profiles. Then
the recipe recommendation system jointly considers the retrieved
recipe candidates and users’ health features to accomplish the per-
sonalized food recommendation.
2https://www.weibo.com/.
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Figure 2: User interface of the Market2Dish application.

2 SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will detail our proposed health-aware food rec-
ommendation scheme, Market2Dish.

2.1 Recipe Retrieval
The objective of this component is to sample images (frames) from
micro-videos which contain the ingredients that users could buy
from the market, then recognize ingredients in the images via the
multi-label image classification, and ultimately retrieve available
recipes from a large-scale recipe dataset. Considering that lots of
deep neural networks have achieved satisfying performance in
image classification, we incorporate a pre-trained Inception-v3 Net
[14] to tackle this problem, and it achieves promising accuracy up to
95.5%. In the light of this, we can obtain extensive recipe candidates
based on the available ingredients.

2.2 User Health Profiling
In this work, we pre-define some health concepts to represent the
common health conditions with the help of domain experts. And
then we crawl extensive textual health-related information from
users’ social accounts. In this way, we can adopt the text classifi-
cation method to profile the users’ health condition by aligning
users’ tweets with the health concepts. However, the health-related
information collected from social platforms is extremely sparse and
easily overwhelmed by much noise, we hence present a Word-class
Interaction [17] based Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network
(dubbed asWIRCNN) to learn the fine-grained correlations between
the keywords in users’ tweets and the health concepts. Moreover,
WIRCNN leverages Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (Bi-
RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to encode the
weighted word embeddings, and then outputs the probability over
the classes via the matrix multiplication.

2.3 Food Recommendation
The food recommendation system aims to jointly consider the
retrieved recipe candidates and users’ health features to accomplish
the personalized recommendation. Towards this end, we present
a category-aware hierarchical memory network to learn the close
correlations among users with the same health tags, the relations
among the recipes with similar nutritive values, and the interactions
between users and recipes. Specifically, the recommender divides

the users and the recipes into different categories according to
their health tags and nutritive values, respectively. And then it
leverages the category-level and recipe-level matching scores to
learn the inter-category difference and the intra-category similarity
for better food recommendation. Finally, the healthy recipes for
users are output by the recommender.

3 DEMONSTRATION
In this mobile app, users can utilize the camera to record and upload
short videos to the system. As displayed in Figure 2(a), the system
will identify food ingredients contained within the short videos. As
for user profiling, users can simply provide their own social media
account (e.g., Weibo) to automatically extract the health features, or
check some health labels displayed on the user interface, which is
shown in Figure 2(b). And as shown in Figure 2(c), the system will
recommend personalized healthy foods based on the users’ health
features at last.

In addition, as shown in Figure 2(d), users can also retrieve
recipes according to the recipe name or other attributes. In or-
der to give users a clearer understanding of the intake of calories,
we also perform the calorie calculation and statistics of recent rec-
ommended foods, and then present the results in the form of graph
like Figure 2(e).

4 CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a personalized health-aware food recom-
mendation system, named Market2Dish. The main purpose of this
system is to help people find out the personalized food and keep
a healthy diet, thus avoid the disease caused by unhealthy eating
habits. The deep model we proposed is proven to have promising
performance in the actual interactions with users. In addition, the
demonstration system has an artistic user interface and provides
good user experience.
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